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Application for a declaration of invalidity of RCD 009067234-0002 

Bartosz Fert is one of the most devoted supporters of Santa Claus. He was outraged and worried 

when it occurred to him that the most popular Santa’s outfit had been registered as  

a Community Design no. 009067234-0002. Santa Claus has been stripped of his clothes!  

Therefore, in order to save the upcoming Christmas, I request the Office to: 

1. declare the registered design RCD 009067234-0002 invalid on the basis of Article 52(1) 

in conjunction with Article 25(1)(b) of CDR; 

2. order Martom to bear the costs of the invalidity proceedings. 

TO: European Union Intellectual Property Office 

Avenida de Europa 4, E-03008 Alicante, Spain 

CONTESTED DESIGN: 009067234-0002 

APPLICANT: Bartosz Fert 

ul. M. Kopernika 4a/16b, 61-880 Poznań, Poland 

APPLICANT ’S 

REPRESENTATIVE: 

Magdalena Podbielska 

Attorney-at-law 

Fert Jakubiak Wróblewski rzecznicy patentowi 

ul. Wieniawskiego 5/9 pok. 211A, 61-712 Poznań, Poland 

CONTESTED DESIGN’S 

HOLDER: 

Martom 

ul. Piaskowa 10, 66-008 Świdnica, Poland 

SENT VIA: User Area 

PLACE AND DATE: Poznań, 18 November 2022  

OUR REFERENCE: A-2710A-BF1 
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Santa Claus and his outfit 

Santa Claus needs no introduction. He is the one who makes Christmas so magical. On Christmas 

Eve Santa visits homes of good kids all over the world and brings them presents. On a daily basis, 

he moves with his wife and a whole bunch of elves between Rovaniemi (Finland) and the North 

Pole. Those are two effective places of his business.1 For most of the year, he watches children 

from afar and manages his toy factory. On the one special night he puts on his festive outfit, 

harnesses his reindeers and glides his sleigh through the sky so that every child finds a gift under 

the Christmas tree.2 

History of Santa’s outfit 

The “designer” of today’s outfit of Santa Claus is Thomas Nast. In 19th century he made first 

sketches where Santa wears a red suit with a fur lining, a nightcap and a black belt with 

a large buckle3.  

 

  

 
1 See: J. Wojas, The legal status of the Arctic as a concept, Adam Mickiewicz University Law Review, 2015/5, p. 39-53. 

2 See “Santa Claus” on Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santa_Clau 

3 See “Santa Suit” on Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santa_suit#cite_note-pittsburgrealthing-) 
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The new style of Santa Claus was received so well that he was invited to The Coca-Cola Company 

advertising campaign in 1931.4 This is what the first billboard with Santa looked like:  

This cooperation with the 6th World’s Most Valuable Brand (according to Forbes) and the most 

valuable one in beverages industry5 continues to this day. The picture of Santa Claus in his outfit 

can be found  for example on the truck of The Coca-Cola Company:6 

 
4 See: ”Haddon Sundblom and the Coca-Cola Santas Five Things You Never Knew About Santa Claus and Coca-Cola” 
(https://www.coca-colacompany.com/company/history/five-things-you-never-knew-about-santa-claus-and-coca-cola). 

5 See: The World’s Most Valuable Brands 2022 (https://www.forbes.com/the-worlds-most-valuable-brands/#24f430e119c0). 

6 See: The Sun, HOLIDAYS ARE COMING Coca-Cola Christmas advert 2021 FINALLY launches on TV 

(https://www.thesun.co.uk/money/16819653/coca-cola-christmas-advert-2021-finally-launches-watch-tv/). 
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The figure of Santa Claus is also, with his approval, often featured in films. Santa has lent his 

costume to be used in various movies. Often, together with his wife, he is one of the main 

consultants of those movies. The most popular movies he has worked on are: 

• Miracle On 34th Street (1947); 

• The Santa Clause (1994); 

• Miracle On 34th Street (1994); 

• Elf (2003); 

• The Polar Express (2004); 

• Arthur Christmas (2011); 

• The Christmas Chronicles (2018); 

• Klaus (2019); 

A full list of movies can be found on Wikipedia.7 

The sale of Santa Claus outfits 

Bearing that in mind, it comes as no surprise that everyone wants to be as cool as Santa Claus 

and wear similar outfits to feel the magic of Christmas. Santa Claus is universally admired 

and celebrated. For example, in many countries, including EU countries, there is a Santa Run. 

Hundreds of people dressed up as Santa Claus run to celebrate Christmas.8  

 
7 See: Category:Santa Claus in film on Wikipedia(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Santa_Claus_in_film). 

8 See: EuroNews, Hundreds of would-be Santa Claus run down Athens to raise money 

(https://www.euronews.com/2021/12/13/hundreds-of-would-be-santa-claus-run-down-athens-to-raise-money). 
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Santa Claus did not object to the sale of his outfit by various entities. Offers could be found:  

• On Amazon (appendices no. 1-3);  

• On Allegro (appendices no. 4 -7); 

• In Polish retail stores: Tesco, Carrefour, Kaufland and E.Leclerc (appendices no. 8 -10). 

Magic of the Santa Claus outfit!  

However, Santa Claus would never agree to the registration of his favourite outfit as 

a Community Design. His supporters were devastated when they saw RCD No. 009067234-0002:  

 

“Oh no! Now what? Santa will have to change his outfit?! Christmas in Europe is at risk!” 

Santa’s outfit is not just about red trousers and red jacket with some white fur and a big, black 

belt. This outfit is full of magic! The magic of Santa Claus. The magic of Christmas happiness 

and the magic of the kids from all over the world! This magic cannot be appropriated by 

a single holder!  

Without Santa Claus in his red outfit there will be no presents and no Christmas this year. It is 

a well-known fact that only when Santa wears his red hat, the reindeers and sleigh can sail 

through the sky.9 Without it, Santa Claus is grounded. If this design remains in force, Santa will be 

literally unable to enter the European Union air space.10 

Moreover, who would like to see Santa without clothes in a chimney... not your kids! 

  

 
9 Watch: The Christmas Chronicles series, Netflix. 

10 Of course the exception from Article 20(2)(a) will not apply. 
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Grounds for invalidity of a Registered Community Design 

A Registered Community Design is valid as long as it is new and has individual character. 

Novelty of a design 

A design is novel if no identical design has been made available to the public before the later 

design’s priority date.11 A design can be disclosed anywhere in the world.12 The earlier disclosed 

design should reproduce the contested one precisely and its entirety.13 The disclosure 

of an earlier design must be based on solid and objective evidence that proves that the earlier 

design was made available to the public within the meaning of Article 7 CDR.14 

Two designs can be found identical even if they differ in immaterial details.15 It includes, 

for instance, situations where the only difference between them is a slight variation of the shade 

of their colour patterns.16 

Neither CDR nor CDIR specifies the form of evidence required to prove prior disclosure. 

Consequently, any evidence capable of proving the event of disclosure could be accepted.17 

This includes evidence of the contested design being: 

• published in the bulletin of any intellectual property office; 

• exhibited at a trade fair; 

• used in trade, irrespective of whether the use is made within or outside 

of the European Union18. 

Criteria for the assessment of the individual character of a design 

The notion of ‘individual character’ of the design relates to the way an informed user perceives 

it. A design will lack individual character if an earlier disclosed design produces the same overall 

impression on an informed user.19 

 

 
11 Article 5(1) RCD. 

12 Judgement of the Court (Third Chamber) of 13 February 2014, “Athen” gazebo, case C-479/12, ECLI:EU:C:2014:75, para. 33. 

13 Judgement of the Court (Fourth Chamber) of 21 September 2017, Shower Drains, joined cases C-361/14 P and C-405/15 P, 

ECLI:EU:C:2017:720, para. 65. 

14 Judgement of the General Court (First Chamber) of 9 March 2012, Phials, case T-450/08, ECLI:EU:T:2012:117, para. 24.  

15 Article 5(2) RCD. 

16 Decision of the Third Board of Appeal of 28 July 2009, NAIL FILES, case R 921/2008-3, publ. euipo.europa.eu, para. 25. 

17 Judgement of the General Court (Eighth Chamber) of 13 June 2019, EasyFix, case T-74/18, ECLI:EU:T:2019:417, para. 21. 

18 Judgement of the Court (Seventh Chamber) of 14 March 2018, Footwear, case T-651/16, ECLI:EU:T:2018:137, para. 68. 

19 Article 6(2) RCD. 
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According to the CJEU jurisprudence, the assessment of the design’s individual character is 

a four-stage examination, which consists of:20 

1) deciding to which sector the products, in which the design is intended to be 

incorporated, belong; 

2) determining the informed user of these products and his characteristics; 

3) identifying the designer’s degree of freedom; 

4) comparing the designs while accounting of the impressions they produce on 

the informed user and the designer’s degree of freedom. 

Relevant sector and the informed user 

The earlier designs, as well as the contested design, belong to a broader category of costumes, 

particularly Santa Claus costumes. 

Unlike Santa Claus, the informed user is a fictitious person. He can be placed somewhere 

between an average consumer from the trade mark law and a person skilled in the art referred to 

in patent law.21 He will be aware of characteristic features attributable to the concerned 

products, which includes the facts that: 

• they are worn to make a person resemble a certain character – Santa Claus; 

• they are casual rather than specialised or high-value purchases, so the degree 

of the attention of the informed user will not be particularly high;22 

• they may come in different shapes and colours, because Santa’s depictions vary 

between countries. 

The designer’s degree of freedom 

The freedom of the designer of Santa Claus suits is not substantially restricted. There are no 

statutory requirements as to the features of these products. The only restriction is that a must fit 

the user and resemble Santa Claus. A designer may base his or her design on a plethora 

of different styles of Santa outfits as portrayed around the globe. 

A general trend that most of Santa suits comprise a white fur trimmed red jacket and pants 

with a broad belt, and matching cap, does not limit the designer’s freedom.23  

 
20 See: judgement of the General Court (Sixth Chamber) of 10 September 2015, Sacs à main, case T-525/13, para 32. 

21 Judgement of the General Court of 22 June 2010, Equipment de communication, case T-153/08, ECLI:EU:T:2010:248, para. 47. 

22 See: EUIPO Operations Department decision in case no. ICD 102 760, Rainbow Unicorn GmbH, publ. euipo.europa.eu. 

23 Case T-153/08, para. 58. 
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Features of the earlier design 

The features of the earlier design have been listed below: 

Design Feature 

 

Santa Costume comprising: 

• a cap; 

• a jacket; 

• trousers; 

• white beard 

 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming 

and a white, ball-shaped tip 

 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the 

middle part and in the bottom, as well as 

the sleeves 
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Design Feature 

 

Red pants without trimming 

 

White beard 

The contested design is not new and lacks individual character 

RCD No. 009067234-0001 lacks novelty because identical designs had been disclosed before its 

priority date – 21 June 2022. The earliest event of disclosure dates back to 2014. Thus, 

the disclosures were made outside of the grace period set out in Article 7(2)(b) CDR. As such, 

they fall outside the scope of exception mentioned in Article 7(2) CDR. 

The earlier designs listed below reproduce all the features of the contested design. Any slight 

differences between the designs should be considered immaterial. 

In the light of these disclosures, the contested design is not novel. Should the Office consider 

that these designs are not identical, the earlier designs are nevertheless so similar to 

the contested design that they produce an identical overall impression. In that case, 

the contested design is still invalid, as it lacks individual character. 
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The contested design was disclosed on Amazon 

The contested design was disclosed in a number of offers available on Amazon. 

D1 – offer ‘THE TWIDDLERS 20 Unisex Santa Hats (Red & Green, 28 x 38 cm), Fantastic Fun 

for Xmas Parties 

This design was first made available on 9 September 2021.24 

Contested design Earlier disclosed design 

  

Features of the contested design Comparison 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming and 

a white, ball-shaped tip 

The compared features are identical 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the middle 

part and in the bottom, as well as the sleeves. 

The compared features are identical 

Red pants without trimming The compared features are identical 

White beard The compared features are almost identical – the beard in 
the earlier disclosed design is slightly larger 

 

Evidence: Screenshots of THE TWIDDLERS costume on Amazon – Appendix no. 1 

 
24 Please see the attachment and table “Additional information” at the end of the offer. 
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D2 – IMIKEYA 5pcs Christmas Santa Claus Costumes 

This offer was first made available on 28 September 2021.  

Contested design Earlier disclosed design 

  

Features of the contested design Comparison 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming and a white, 

ball-shaped tip 

The compared features are identical 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the middle part 

and in the bottom, as well as the sleeves. 

The compared features are identical 

Red pants without trimming The compared features are identical 

White beard The compared features are identical 

 

Evidence: Screenshots of IMIKEYA costume on Amazon – Appendix no. 2 
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D3 – VOSAREA 4 szt. Męski kostium Świętego Mikołaja 

This offer was first made available on 21 December 2020.  

Contested design Earlier disclosed design 

  

Features of the contested design Comparison 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming and a white, 

ball-shaped tip 

The compared features are identical 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the middle part 

and in the bottom, as well as the sleeves. 

The compared features are identical 

Red pants without trimming The compared features are identical 

White beard The compared features are almost identical – the beard 
in the earlier disclosed design is slightly larger and 
contains moustache 

 

Evidence: Screenshots of VOSAREA costume on Amazon – Appendix no. 3 
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The contested design was disclosed on Allegro 

The contested design was also disclosed on Allegro, the most popular e-commerce platform 

in Poland. These offers can be freely viewed in “Allegro Archive”. 

D4 – Offer No. 11149883860 

This offer ended on 25 January 2022. It was not published by the owner of the contested design. 

Contested design Earlier disclosed design 

  

Features of the contested design Comparison 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming 

and a white, ball-shaped tip 

The compared features are identical 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the middle 

part and in the bottom, as well as the sleeves. 

The compared features are identical 

Red pants without trimming The compared features are identical 

White beard The compared features are identical 

 

Evidence: Screenshots of the offer No. 11149883860 on Allegro – Appendix no. 4 
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D5 – offer No. 11552648851 

This offer ended on 12 January 2022.  

Contested design Earlier disclosed design 

 
 

Features of the contested design Comparison 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming and a white, 

ball-shaped tip 

The compared features are identical 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the middle part 

and in the bottom, as well as the sleeves. 

The compared features are identical 

Red pants without trimming The compared features are identical 

White beard The compared features are identical 

 

Evidence: Screenshots of the offer No. 11552648851 on Allegro – Appendix no. 5 
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D6 – offer No. 11456641903 

This offer ended on 28 December 2021. It was not published by the owner 

of the contested design.  

Contested design Earlier disclosed design 

 

 

Features of the contested design Comparison 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming and 

a white, ball-shaped tip 

The compared features are identical 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the middle 

part and in the bottom, as well as the sleeves. 

The compared features are identical 

Red pants without trimming The compared features are identical 

White beard The compared features are almost identical – the beard in 
the earlier disclosed design contains moustache 

 

Evidence: Screenshots of the offer No. 11456641903 on Allegro – Appendix no. 6 
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D7 – offer No. 11378557614 

This offer ended on 22 December 2021. It was not published by the owner 

of the contested design.  

Contested design Earlier disclosed design 

 

 

Features of the contested design Comparison 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming and a white, 

ball-shaped tip 

The compared features are identical 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the middle part 

and in the bottom, as well as the sleeves. 

The compared features are identical 

Red pants without trimming The compared features are identical 

White beard The compared features are identical 

 

Evidence: Screenshots of the offer No. 11378557614 on Allegro – Appendix no. 7 
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The contested design was disclosed in leaflets of Polish retail stores 

The largest Polish retail stores such as Tesco, Carrefour, Kaufland, and E.Leclerc promote their 

offers via leaflets. These leaflets contain information on the current deals and discounts. 

The contested design was reproduced in its entirety in various store flyers. 

D8 – Carrefour leaflet from December 2015 

Contested design Earlier disclosed design 

  

Features of the contested design Comparison 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming and a white, 

ball-shaped tip 

The compared features are identical 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the middle part 

and in the bottom, as well as the sleeves. 

The compared features are identical 

Red pants without trimming The compared features are identical 

White beard The compared features are identical 

 

Evidence: Extract from the Carrefour 2015 leaflet – Appendix no. 8 
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D9 – E.Leclerc leaflet of November 2018 

Contested design Earlier disclosed design 

  

Features of the contested design Comparison 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming and a white, 

ball-shaped tip 

The compared features are identical 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the middle part 

and in the bottom, as well as the sleeves. 

The compared features are identical 

Red pants without trimming The compared features are identical 

White beard The compared features are almost identical – the beard 
in the earlier disclosed design is slightly larger 

 

Evidence: Extract from the E.Leclerc 2018 leaflet – Appendix no. 9 
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D10 – Tesco leaflet of November 2017 

Contested design Earlier disclosed design 

 
 

Features of the contested design Comparison 

Red, triangular cap with a white trimming and a white, 

ball-shaped tip 

The compared features are identical 

Red jacket with a white trimming – in the middle part 

and in the bottom, as well as the sleeves. 

The compared features are identical 

Red pants without trimming The compared features are identical 

White beard The compared features are identical 

 

Evidence: Screenshot from the 2017 Tesco leaflet – Appendix no. 10 
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Conclusion 

The contested design is not new and lacks individual character. Identical or highly similar designs 

have been disclosed prior to the priority date of the contested design. They replicate all 

the features of the contested design and produce identical overall impression on 

an informed user.  

Furthermore, Santa Claus, the rightful owner of the outfit, did not give his consent to its 

registration. At this point, he can't wear a Christmas outfit himself and distribute gifts in 

the European Union. The Christmas period will not be the same without people dressed up 

as Santa on the street. Such a design cannot be used to block  sales of Santa’s costumes. 

The contested design should therefore be declared invalid. Then the magic of Christmas will 

be saved. 

 

 

Radca prawny Magdalena Podbielska 

Attorney-at-law Magdalena Podbielska  
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List of enclosures 

Enclosure 

No. 

Description Reference in the document 

(page number) 

Number 

of pages 

1 Screenshots of THE TWIDDLERS costume on Amazon 5, 10 4 

2 Screenshots of IMIKEYA costume on Amazon 5, 11 7 

3 Screenshots of VOSAREA costume on Amazon 5, 12 5 

4 Screenshots of the offer No. 11149883860 on Allegro 5, 13 5 

5 Screenshots of the offer No. 11552648851 on Allegro 5, 14 8 

6 Screenshots of the offer No. 11456641903 on Allegro 5, 15 5 

7 Screenshots of the offer No. 11378557614 on Allegro 5, 16 5 

8 Extract from the Carrefour 2015 leaflet 5, 17 5 

9 Extract from the E.Leclerc 2018 leaflet 5, 18 5 

10 Screenshot from the 2017 Tesco leaflet 5, 19 3 

 



 

  

Appendix no. 1 

Screenshots of THE TWIDDLERS costume on Amazon 









 

  

Appendix no. 2 

Screenshots of IMIKEYA costume on Amazon 















 

  

Appendix no. 3 

Screenshots of VOSAREA costume on Amazon 









Translation 

Page 4 

 

Date First Available: 21 December 2020 



 

  

Appendix no. 4 

Screenshots of the offer No. 11149883860 on Allegro 









Translation 

Page 2 

FULL Santa Costume CLASSIC WITH BEARD (11149883860)  

 

Ended at: 11:11 on 25 January 2022 



 

  

Appendix no. 5 

Screenshots of the offer No. 11552648851 on Allegro 















Translation 

Page 2 

COSTUME SANTA SUIT SET 5 ELEMENTS (11552648851)  

 

Ended at: 16:00 on 12 January 2022 



 

  

Appendix no. 6 

Screenshots of the offer No. 11456641903 on Allegro 









Translation 

Page 2 

COSTUME SANTA SUIT SET CAP BELT (11456641903)  

 

Ended at: 23:24 on 28 December 2021 



 

  

Appendix no. 7 

Screenshots of the offer No. 11378557614 on Allegro 









Translation 

Page 2 

SANTA COSTUME universal 5 pcs. suit disguise (11378557614)  

 

Ended at: 00:19 on 22 December 2021 



 

  

Appendix no. 8 

Extract from the Carrefour 2015 leaflet 
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Sprawdź 
naszą 

bogatą ofertę
świąteczną!

ozdajemyR
Swieta

na

O F E R T A  H A N D L O W A  W A Ż N A  O D  1 8 . 1 1  D O  0 7 . 1 2 . 2 0 1 5

                ZNAJDŹ NA                                            
NAJBLIŻSZY SKLEP Z OFERTĄ GAZETKI



ozdajemyR
Swieta

na

Naszymi dostawcami są: ARPEX, CENTRESKY, CORTINA, GOLIAT, JUMI, NOWA, LAMELA, CERMAX, POLNIX.

1

2

3
4

5

5

Sianko wigilijne, żłobek
szopka - 24,99 zł

cena za szt.

cena od

249

Ozdoba 
ceramiczna

różne rodzaje
cena za szt.

cena od

999

Osłonka 
bożonarodzeniowa

plastikowa, ceramiczna
różne rozmiary

cena za szt.

cena od

199

Poinsecja sztuczna 
pojedyncza

bukiet - cena od 8,99 zł
cena za szt. lub bukiet

cena od

059

Zaskocz najmłodszych wizytą mikołaja

Zabawka 
dekoracyjna 

świąteczna
różne rodzaje

cena za szt.

cena od

1499

6
7

8

1. Strój mikołaja (nie obejmuje butów i paska) - 14,99 zł
2. Broda mikołaja - 8,99 zł

3. Peruka mikołaja - 16,99 zł 
4. Skarpeta - cena od 3,99 zł
5. Worek na prezenty - 9,99 zł

6. Strój śnieżynki - 33,99 zł 
7. Dzwoneczek - 7,99 zł
8.  Czapka mała - cena od 1,49 zł 

czapka duża - 22,99 zł



Oferta gazetki dotyczy sklepów:

CARREFOUR NIE PROWADZI 
SPRZEDAŻY HURTOWEJ

Białystok CH ZIELONE WZGÓRZE * Bydgoszcz CH GLINKI  * Bydgoszcz GALERIA POMORSKA  * Bytom CH PLEJADA  * Chorzów CH AKS  * Elbląg CH OGRODY * Gdańsk CH MORSKI PARK HANDLOWY 
* Gdańsk CH MORENA  * Gliwice CH ARENA  * Gliwice CH FORUM * Głogów GALERIA GŁOGÓW  * Grudziądz GALERIA GRUDZIĄDZKA * Jastrzębie-Zdrój GALERIA ZDRÓJ * Kalisz CH GALERIA KALISZ  
* Katowice CH DĄBRÓWKA   * Kędzierzyn-Koźle  * Konin CH GALERIA NAD JEZIOREM * Kraków CH CZYŻYNY  * Kraków CH ZAKOPIANKA * Kraków WITOSA * Kutno  * Legnica CH PIEKARY  * Lublin 
CH GALERIA LUBELSKA  * Łódź CH GULIWER  * Łódź CH ŁÓDŹ BAŁUTY * Łódź CH ŁÓDŹ WIDZEW  * Mińsk Maz. * Olkusz CH ECHO * Olsztyn OLSZTYŃSKIE CH  * Opole CH TURAWA PARK * Poznań CH 
PESTKA  * Rybnik GALERIA ŚLĄSKA  *  Sosnowiec CH  PLEJADA  * Szczecin CH TURZYN * Szczecin GALERIA GRYF  * Toruń CH BIELAWY  * Warszawa CH  ARKADIA * Warszawa CH BEMOWO 
* Warszawa CH REDUTA * Warszawa CH TARGÓWEK  * Warszawa CH WILEŃSKA * Wrocław CH BOREK * Zamość CH LWOWSKA  * Zgorzelec CH GALERIA SŁOWIAŃSKA  * Zielona Góra CH DĄBRÓWKA

Organizatorem promocji „5 i 10 rat z oprocentowaniem 0%” i „30 rat z oprocentowaniem 0%” jest Carrefour Polska Sp. z o.o. z siedzibą w Warszawie. Promocje obowiązują od 01.08.2015 r. do 31.01.2016 r. Promocja „5 i 10 rat 
z oprocentowaniem 0%” dotyczy tylko transakcji zapłaconych kartą kredytową Carrefour Visa. Promocja „30 rat z oprocentowaniem 0%” dotyczy tylko transakcji zapłaconych Kuponem Pierwszego Zakupu. Regulaminy promocji dostępne są 
w punktach „Usługi finansowe” Carrefour, w Punktach Obsługi Klienta, pod numerem infolinii: +48 71 799 71 30 lub 801 706 701 (opłata zgodnie z cennikiem Twojego operatora), w godz. od 7.00 do 22.00 oraz na www.carrefour.pl. 
W rozumieniu ustawy z dnia 12.05.2011 r. o kredycie konsumenckim dla limitu kredytowego spłacanego w ramach promocji „5 i 10 rat z oprocentowaniem 0%” w wysokości 800 zł (całkowita kwota kredytu), otwieranego w ramach umowy o kartę 
kredytową Carrefour Visa, spłacanego w 10 równych miesięcznych ratach kapitałowo-odsetkowych z oprocentowaniem nominalnym 0% (stopa stała), Rzeczywista Roczna Stopa Oprocentowania wynosi 2,78%, całkowita kwota do zapłaty wynosi 
810 zł, całkowity koszt kredytu wynosi 10 zł (uwzględniający odsetki 0 zł oraz prowizję za otwarcie promocyjnego Planu Spłat Ratalnych 10 zł), a kwota raty miesięcznej wynosi 80 zł. W rozumieniu ustawy z dnia 12.05.2011 r. o kredycie konsumenckim 
dla limitu kredytowego spłacanego w ramach promocji „30 rat z oprocentowaniem 0%” w wysokości 1800 zł (całkowita kwota kredytu), otwieranego w ramach umowy o kartę kredytową Carrefour Visa, spłacanego w 30 równych miesięcznych ratach 
kapitałowo-odsetkowych z oprocentowaniem nominalnym 0% (stopa stała): Rzeczywista Roczna Stopa Oprocentowania wynosi 0,43%, całkowita kwota do zapłaty wynosi 1810 zł, całkowity koszt kredytu wynosi 10 zł (uwzględniający odsetki: 
0 zł oraz prowizję za otwarcie promocyjnego Planu Spłat Ratalnych: 10 zł), a kwota raty miesięcznej wynosi 60 zł. Prowizja za otwarcie promocyjnego Planu Spłat Ratalnych jest spłacana w ramach Planu Podstawowego. Stan na dzień 14.01.2015 r.
Reklama ma charakter wyłącznie informacyjny i nie stanowi oferty w rozumieniu art. 66 k.c. Carrefour Polska Sp. z o.o. oświadcza, że jest pośrednikiem kredytowym Credit Agricole Bank Polska S.A. umocowanym do wykonywania czynności 
faktycznych związanych z działalnością bankową.

ozdajemyR
Swieta

na

1H47Bv1Informujemy, że nie prowadzimy sprzedaży wysyłkowej ani akwizycji. Zdjęcia niektórych produktów mogą 
nieznacznie odbiegać od rzeczywistości. Oferta ważna do wyczerpania zapasów. Podane ceny zawierają VAT.

carrefour@galluppolska.pl

Portfel  
damski, 

męski
gr. I 

gr. II - 39,99 zł  
49,99 zł

różne rodzaje
cena za szt.

2999
3999

Rękawiczki 
damskie, męskie

różne rodzaje
cena za 1 parę

2499
2999SKÓRZANE

SKÓRZANY

SUPEROFERTA 
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OFFER VALID FROM 18 NOVEMBER TO 7 DECEMBER 2015  
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1. Santa costume (does not include boots and the belt)  



 

  

Appendix no. 9 

Extract from the E.Leclerc 2018 leaflet 
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OFFER VALID FROM 13 NOVEMBER TO 6 DECEMBER 2018  
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SANTA COSTUME OR SANTA COAT 

 

Page 4 

Offer valid from 13 November to 6 December 2018 

 



 

  

Appendix no. 10 

Screenshot from the 2017 Tesco leaflet 
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Commercial offer from 30.11 to 24.12.2017 or until stock lasts 

 


